
DISTRESSED PROJECT 
SOLUTIONS
The main duty of a software engineer is to build and improve service and 
product features, through releases or continuous delivery. The second most 
time-consuming activity is fixing bugs, which have a habit of generating urgent 
issues that prevent a service from functioning properly. 

Software systems go down for a variety of reasons – ranging from malicious 
activity to a hardware upgrade, an upgrade of unrelated systems or hidden 
features surfacing when you least expect it. When these happen, software 
engineers need to take immediate action to bring the service back to a state of 
normality - as fast as possible. BBD has a proven track-record of assisting 
companies in distress.

We thrive in high-pressure environments
We often get called in when last-minute deadlines need to be met. Whether a 
project ran out of time, ran out of tech or ran out of skill, our teams are used to 
finding ways to make the impossible, possible.

We have exceptionally skilled teams
Our software teams have in-depth experience and expertise to adapt to 
virtually any unfamiliar environment. We have the skills and abilities to finish 
projects and deliver on time.

We develop and maintain mission critical systems
Our reputation in both the private and public sector has proven that we are 
widely recognised as the chosen partner for mission critical systems. Our 
teams have the software and business knowledge to recognise the importance 
of these projects.

We have a mature approach to project planning and delivery
With 30 plus years’ experience in the industry, we understand that there is no 
silver bullet when it comes to working on a distressed project. We know how to 
put out fires and make sure the fires don’t reignite.
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Why choose BBD as your distressed project specialists:

Our belief in building software that works is embedded in our company ethos. 
This has defined our culture of delivery over the course of the 30 plus years 
we’ve been in the industry. If you’re interested in partnering with BBD, 
contact us.
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